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SARVA  SHIKSHA  ABIYAN 
State Level Achievement survey  2014 – 2015    

Term -1 (Question -1) 
STD  : VIII      Total Marks :60 
Subject : English     Time  :2.30 hrs 

1. Pick out correct verb form of the underlined word 
We   learn  grammar. 

              a) Transitive  verb        b) Intransitive  verb     c) Be verb     d) Modal verb 
       2.    Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 
               _________   it rained, match continued. 
 a)Though  b) if      c) but     d) As 
       3.   Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
 Idly,  Dosai,  Chapathi,  Lemon juice 
 a) Idly     b) Dosai      c) Chapathi      d) Lemon juice 
       4.   Apsara  was studying in class ___________. 
 a) 6 th     b)7th      c) 8 th      d) 9 th 
       5.  Find out the suitable synonym of the word   ‘panic’. 
 a) happy b) fear      c) sad      d) proud 
       6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “above”. 
 a) Two     b) Three      c) one      d) Four 
       7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 People pelted  the stones on thief. 

a) Hit     b) shouted      c)  caught      d) poured 
       8.   Who told stories to Anbu? 
 a) grand  father     b)father     c) uncle     d) grand mother 
         9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 
  May  I  help you. 

a) ‘Be’ form verb        b) modal verb          c) Transitive  verb       d) Intransitive  verb      
        10.  What is the suffix for the word “wonder”. 
  a) ment b) ful     c) ly      d) less 
        11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence 
               She kept the note book on the table. 

a) She     b) notebook      c) kept      d) table 
              Infer the ideas and meaning from the given table: 
 The following chart shows traffic survey at Arignar Anna Bridge,Cuddalore. 

No Time Buses Cars Lorries Bikes 

1. 07.30 – 09.30 75 75 65 80 
 

2. 12.30 -14.30 55 75 50 70 
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3. 16.30 – 17.30 65 95 70 60 
4. 18.00 – 19.30 80 120 75 75 
5. 20.00 – 22.30 100 50 90 105 

  
12.  The number of lorries at 7.30 to 9.30 is 
 a) 75      b) 65      c) 80      d) 1000 
13.   The number of cars at 18.00 to 19.30 is 
 a) 80      b) 120    c) 75      d) 55 
14.  The number of bikes at 16.30 to 17.30 is  
 a) 70      b) 60     c) 95      d) 65 
                               

Advertisement 
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
15.  The advertisement is about ____________  

a) Mobiles    b) Computer    c) Ice-cream    d) Bike 
16.   what facility does it has? 
 a) 3G Facility    b) Sleek mobile    c) One touch net    d) Nokia X tel 
17.  In how many colour is the mobile available _____________ 
 a) 1 million    b) 2 Thousand    c)10 Thousand    d) 16 million 
18.  Who said the following line: 
 “The highest result of education is tolerance” 

a) Mahatma Gandhi    b) APJ Abdul Kalam    c) Abraham Lincoln    d) Helen Keller 
 19.  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction: 
 __________ he is poor, he is honest. 

a) As    b) Though     c) but    d) if 
 20.  Fill in the blanks with the subordinate clause: 

Your long wait ended             
  16 million  colour 
                                                      Sleek mobile 
                                                      3G facility 
                                                     HD video recording 
 
 
Capactive touch screen 
                                                      one touch net  

 
 
 
 
 
 
            Nokia 
           X TEL 
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  _____________,  the mice will play. 
a) Though the cat is away      b) When the cat is away        c) even though the cat is away 
d)The cat is away 

21.  I can ride a bike. 
    In this sentence CAN is used to express 

a) Possibility   b) Permission   c) ability   d) request 
22. Select the suitable slogan to create awareness about Rain water harvesting 
 a) save water, save the world   b) Avoid use of plastics   c) Donate your blood 

d) Avoid junk food 
 23. Whose father was a farmer’s son? 
 a) Anbu’s father      b) Saravanan’s brother      c)Anbu’s friend        d) Anbu’s  neighbour  
24. Fill in the blank with the right form of the verb. 
 I  ______  Chennai a month ago. 

a) Went    b) visited    c)  gone    d)  have gone  
25. Identify the number of syllables in the word  ‘wonderful’ 
             a) Two     b) Three     c) one     d) Four  
26. Coin new words by adding a suitable ‘prefix’ to the root word “able” 
 a)un     b) in     c) im     d)ir 
27.  Choose the opposite of the word given : Wisdom 
  a) selfishness  b) foolishness    c) accepted     d) intolerance 
28.  Find out the meaning of the given word: Glimpse 
 a) not real     b) a quick look    c) rarely  d) cut 
29.   Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
       A     B      C             D                  E                  F 
    Was/ a / there / without / a headman / village    
 a)    C A B F D E   b)   C A B F D E     c)   F D E C A B    d)   none   
30.   The expansion of ‘TV’ is 
 a) telepathy  b) Television    c)  telecost      d) telephone 
 
31.   There is a house now far away where once I received love  ……. 
     The meaning of the word ‘ far away ‘ is 

a) Near     b) close     c) short     d) distance 
32.    __________  is a good habit. 
      a) keeping     b)  going     c)  killing    d) reading 
33.   Fill in the blank with a suitable article: 
    He bought   __________   umbrella 

a) an     b)a     c)  the    d) then 
34.   Fill in the  suitable  infinitive to complete the sentence . 
    You are invited  ________  the party. 

a)  To write   b)  to attend    c)  to sell   d)  to read 
35.   Identify  the verb that shows the ‘action just completed’. 
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    a) I went to school yesterday. 
    b) she is writing a test. 
    c) Abirami  has drawn a picture. 
    d) They played football. 
36.   Find out the preposition in the sentence given below: 
     “she is sitting on the chair” 

a) She   b) on    c) the    d) sitting 
37.  My father___________ a farmer. 
    a) is    b) are    c) am    d) were 
38.   Which of the words given below can be placed after the word   ground  to form a                  

Compound word. 
a) Floor    b) step   c) white   d) time 

39.   Which of the following word takes the prefix “non” 
 a) violence   b) legible    c) fashion   d) logic 
40.  Write the opposite:  Kind- Rude 
41.  Find out the adverb in the sentence given below: 
                 “Swati always carries an umbrella with her” 

a) always  b) carries   c) with    d) an 
42.  Give me the book you are reading. 

Indentify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 
                 a) article   b) preposition   c) gerund   d) modal      
43.  Read the following and answer the question. 

Thomas Alva Edison was born in 1847 in a small town in ohio,USA. 
 Where was Edison born? 

a) Delhi    b) USA   c) Kerala   d) Andhra 
44.  Renu travelled to school by _______ 
     a) car   b) train   c) bus    d) van 
45.  Find out the opposite of the word:  Found 
    a) Lost   b) loss   c) search   d) gain 
46.  Translate the following words in Tamil:  Excursion- 
47.  Write two sentences about  “My friend” 
48.  Speaking skill 
     Speak four sentences about “Rain water Harvesting” 
49.  Read aloud: 

His father looked down sadly at Anbu. “That way of life is no more, Anbu!” he 
said,”Grandpa is old and cannot live by himself. just think, he will be coming to 
live with us!”                  

50.  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the  
Questions asked by the teacher. 
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Term -1 (Question -1)-Answer 
1. Pick out correct verb form of the underlined word 

We   learn  grammar. 
              a) Transitive  verb        b) Intransitive  verb     c) Be verb     d) Modal verb 
       2.    Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction. 
               _________   it rained, match continued. 
 a)Though  b) if      c) but     d) As 
       3.   Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
 Idly,  Dosai,  Chapathi,  Lemon juice 
 a) Idly     b) Dosai      c) Chapathi      d) Lemon juice 
       4.   Apsara  was studying in class ___________. 
 a) 6 th     b)7th      c) 8 th      d) 9 th 
       5.  Find out the suitable synonym of the word   ‘panic’. 
 a) happy b) fear      c) sad      d) proud 
       6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “above”. 
 a) Two     b) Three      c) one      d) Four 
       7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 
 People pelted  the stones on thief. 

a) Hit     b) shouted      c)  caught      d) poured 
       8.   Who told stories to Anbu? 
 a) grand  father     b)father     c) uncle     d) grand mother 
         9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 
  May  I  help you. 

a) ‘Be’ form verb        b) modal verb          c) Transitive  verb       d) Intransitive  verb      
        10.  What is the suffix for the word “wonder”. 
  a) ment b) ful     c) ly      d) less 
        11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence 
               She kept the note book on the table. 

a) She     b) notebook      c) kept      d) table 
              Infer the ideas and meaning from the given table: 
 The following chart shows traffic survey at Arignar Anna Bridge,Cuddalore. 

No Time Buses Cars Lorries Bikes 

1. 07.30 – 09.30 75 75 65 80 
 

2. 12.30 -14.30 55 75 50 70 
 

3. 16.30 – 17.30 65 95 70 60 
4. 18.00 – 19.30 80 120 75 75 
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5. 20.00 – 22.30 100 50 90 105 
  
12.  The number of lorries at 7.30 to 9.30 is 
 a) 75      b) 65      c) 80      d) 1000 
13.   The number of cars at 18.00 to 19.30 is 
 a) 80      b) 120    c) 75      d) 55 
14.  The number of bikes at 16.30 to 17.30 is  
 a) 70      b) 60     c) 95      d) 65                       
 

Advertisement 
  
  

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

15.  The 

advertisement is about ____________  
a) Mobiles    b) Computer    c) Ice-cream    d) Bike 

16.   what facility does it has? 
 a) 3G Facility    b) Sleek mobile    c) One touch net    d) Nokia X tel 
17.  In how many colour is the mobile available _____________ 
 a) 1 million    b) 2 Thousand    c)10 Thousand    d) 16 million 
18.  Who said the following line: 
 “The highest result of education is tolerance” 

a) Mahatma Gandhi    b) APJ Abdul Kalam    c) Abraham Lincoln    d) Helen Keller 
 19.  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction: 
 __________ he is poor, he is honest. 

a) As    b) Though     c) but    d) if 
 20.  Fill in the blanks with the subordinate clause: 
  _____________,  the mice will play. 

a) Though the cat is away      b) When the cat is away        c) even though the cat is away 
d)The cat is away 

21.  I can ride a bike. 

Your long wait ended             
  16 million  colour 
                                                      Sleek mobile 
                                                      3G facility 
                                                     HD video recording 
 
 
Capactive touch screen 
                                                      one touch net  

 
 
 
 
 
 
            Nokia 
           X TEL 
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    In this sentence CAN is used to express 
a) Possibility   b) Permission   c) ability   d) request 

22. Select the suitable slogan to create awareness about Rain water harvesting 
 a) save water, save the world   b) Avoid use of plastics   c) Donate your blood 

d) Avoid junk food 
 23. Whose father was a farmer’s son? 
 a) Anbu’s father      b) Saravanan’s brother      c)Anbu’s friend        d) Anbu’s  neighbour  
24. Fill in the blank with the right form of the verb. 
 I  ______  Chennai a month ago. 

a) Went    b) visited    c)  gone    d)  have gone  
25. Identify the number of syllables in the word  ‘wonderful’ 
             a) Two     b) Three     c) one     d) Four  
26. Coin new words by adding a suitable ‘prefix’ to the root word “able” 
 a)un     b) in     c) im     d)ir 
27.  Choose the opposite of the word given : Wisdom 
  a) selfishness  b) foolishness    c) accepted     d) intolerance 
28.  Find out the meaning of the given word: Glimpse 
 a) not real     b) a quick look    c) rarely  d) cut 
29.   Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
       A     B      C             D                  E                  F 
    Was/ a / there / without / a headman / village    
 a)    C A B F D E   b)   C A B F D E     c)   F D E C A B    d)   none   
30.   The expansion of ‘TV’ is 
 a) telepathy  b) Television    c)  telecost      d) telephone 
 
31.   There is a house now far away where once I received love  ……. 
     The meaning of the word ‘ far away ‘ is 

a) Near     b) close     c) short     d) distance 
32.    __________  is a good habit. 
      a) keeping     b)  going     c)  killing    d) reading 
33.   Fill in the blank with a suitable article: 
    He bought   __________   umbrella 

a) an     b)a     c)  the    d) then 
34.   Fill in the  suitable  infinitive to complete the sentence . 
    You are invited  ________  the party. 

a)  To write   b)  to attend    c)  to sell   d)  to read 
35.   Identify  the verb that shows the ‘action just completed’. 
    a) I went to school yesterday. 
    b) she is writing a test. 
    c) Abirami  has drawn a picture. 
    d) They played football. 
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36.   Find out the preposition in the sentence given below: 
     “she is sitting on the chair” 

a) She   b) on    c) the    d) sitting 
37.  My father___________ a farmer. 
    a) is    b) are    c) am    d) were 
38.   Which of the words given below can be placed after the word   ground  to form a                  

Compound word. 
a) Floor    b) step   c) white   d) time 

39.   Which of the following word takes the prefix “non” 
 a) violence   b) legible    c) fashion   d) logic 
40.  Write the opposite:  Kind- Rude 
41.  Find out the adverb in the sentence given below: 
                 “Swati always carries an umbrella with her” 

a) always  b) carries   c) with    d) an 
42.  Give me the book you are reading. 

Indentify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 
                 a) article   b) preposition   c) gerund   d) modal      
43.  Read the following and answer the question. 

Thomas Alva Edison was born in 1847 in a small town in ohio,USA. 
 Where was Edison born? 

a) Delhi    b) USA   c) Kerala   d) Andhra 
44.  Renu travelled to school by _______ 
     a) car   b) train   c) bus    d) van 
45.  Find out the opposite of the word:  Found 
    a) Lost   b) loss   c) search   d) gain 
46.  Translate the following words in Tamil:  Excursion-���லா 
47.  Write two sentences about  “My friend” 
48.  Speaking skill 
     Speak four sentences about “Rain water Harvesting” 
49.  Read aloud: 

His father looked down sadly at Anbu. “That way of life is no more, Anbu!” he 
said,”Grandpa is old and cannot live by himself. just think, he will be coming to 
live with us!”                  

50.  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the  
Questions asked by the teacher. 
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